The modern commuter has placed new demands on streetscapes. Cycling has become a major form of traffic and it continues to grow. At Reliance Foundry, we’ve recognized that it is necessary for businesses and communities to take steps to ensure that their buildings and communities remain accessible. We offer a wide array of bicycle storage solutions that promote “green” awareness and increase access for all commuters. With a catalogue that includes innovative, commercial bike racks, bicycle lockers and bike stands, we have the bike storage system that will cater to your customers and complement your streetscape.

www.reliance-foundry.com/bike-storage
BIKE BOLLARDS

Our distinct line of bike bollards are not simple bike stands. They are architectural devices that combine traffic management with secure bicycle storage. Whether your site’s architecture is classic or modern, bike bollards by Reliance Foundry provide the perfect enhancement. Our bike bollards guide vehicular traffic and increase accessibility by providing parking for the modern commuter. Reliance Foundry’s proprietary mounting systems make installing our bike bollards a breeze and all of our bike bollards are composed of top-grade material that is fully recyclable.

Ductile Iron Bike Bollards
Create a classically inspired visual perimeter while providing the modern convenience of bicycle storage with bollards that feature secure bike locking arms.

Steel Bike Bollards
Bring a modern and functional feel to the architecture of your business or community with sleek steel bike bollards.
(Also available in stainless steel)

Removable Bike Bollards
Experience the convenience of a bike parking solution that provides ultimate flexibility in access control.

BIKE LOCKERS

Quality and design are what make our Bike Parking Lockers the industry-leader in extended bicycle storage, and we design our bike lockers to provide the highest standard in bicycle protection. We use top quality materials and an expert design to create the perfect solution for extended bike-parking. Perfect for areas where there may be a heightened need for additional security, their box-like construction protects cycles from the elements and thwarts the efforts of would-be thieves and vandals.

Bike Lockers
Provide worry-free bicycle storage at your business or in your community with the top line of defense against theft and vandalism. Our bike lockers combine a secure construction with a stylish design that will complement modern streetscapes. They feature the perfect mix of functional security and architectural form.
BIKE RACKS

Commercial bike racks provide businesses and communities the opportunity to showcase their commitment to the environment and healthy lifestyles. At Reliance Foundry we understand that they are a crucial element of modern streetscapes and we have designed our bike storage racks to enhance the environments in which they are installed. Our bike racks are available in stainless steel or with a powered-coated finish. With a catalogue that features both innovative and functional models, our bike racks can be used to compliment every architectural approach.

Wave (Serpentine) Bike Racks
Provide functional bike storage with the quintessential, serpentine bike rack that combines an efficient use of space with a modern aesthetic.

Innovative Bike Racks
Showcase your business’ bike-friendly outlook with stylish bike storage racks that make a bold statement on streetscapes.

O Racks
Add stylish definition to your streetscape with the durability and appeal of o-racks that can be installed alone or in groups to provide the exact level of bicycle storage you require.

GIVE SECURE BIKE PARKING A WHOLE NEW MEANING…

Did you know that many of Reliance Foundry’s bike parking solutions can be used in conjunction with security posts?

Reliance Foundry’s bike parking solutions can be used to protect more than just bicycles. When a bike bollard is used to enhance a security post, it creates a device that blends bike storage with anti-ram security protection. More than just simple bike stands, Reliance Foundry’s bike parking solutions can also be installed with safety mountings to protect people and property.

Contact Reliance Foundry’s Sales Department to learn more about the many functions of our bike parking systems.
COMPANY OVERVIEW

At Reliance Foundry, a commitment to innovation has allowed us to adapt to the changing needs of our customers for over 85 years. With a catalogue that currently features bollards, bike racks, industrial wheels and custom steel and iron castings, this commitment has allowed us to grow from limited manufacturer to global supplier.

Reliance Foundry's storied history began in 1927 and today we remain committed to delivering the products that meet the evolving needs of contemporary businesses and communities. We search the globe to source the most innovative and economical metal solutions. As our product offering continues to grow, we're quickly becoming your all in one source for decorative and functional bollards, site furnishings and castings.

With the support of foundry professionals and industry-leading online resources, we're available to guide you through your bollard, bike parking, industrial wheel or custom casting project from the design to the delivery stage. At Reliance Foundry, we strive to provide the highest level of product support and customer service. Contact us today to see how we can help!

SUSTAINABILITY

Sustainability is a core business value at Reliance Foundry and we've made producing environmentally-friendly products a top priority. Wherever possible, our bollards, bike stands, castings and wheels are created from recycled material and almost every product in our catalogue is fully recyclable. We design our products to provide exceptionally long service lives and we continue to seek out new ways to lessen their environmental impact. At Reliance Foundry, we recognize that supporting “green” initiatives and environmentally-friendly practices contributes to the success of both our business and yours.